Arrays & LED Strips
In your kit is a short strip containing 30 LEDs. Actually, it
contains 90, since each of the LED units is an RGB
LED. That is, it internally contains a Reg, Green, and a
Blue emitter. This 3 LED package is useful, because by
carefully controlling the brightness of each emitter, you
can produce almost any color.
Since you now know a bit about how to control LEDs
with PWM, you can imagine how this might be possible
— and the complexity of the code required to get the
brightness of each just right a particular color.
To connect such a device to a microcontroller you might
envision connecting voltage to all 3, then routing each
cathode through a PWM-able GPIO pin. That would
certainly work, ( and there are many strips that work
that way ) but what if you wanted to make an individual
unit red, not all of them on the entire strip? Then you’d
need 90 PWM pins. That’d be a lot of wiring!
If you look at the strip, you will notice that it has
the same red, green, and black wires the
temperature probe had. Combining that with what
you learned about protocols and how there could
be more than one temperature probe on a wire,
you might assume these are some sort of
OneWire controllable LEDs.
And you’d be about half right. Unfortunately,
OneWire is both too slow and too simple to be
able to control such a strip with any speed or
accuracy. Instead a custom protocol was created
for controlling these strips.
In addition to 3 LED emitters, each individual unit also
contains a very tiny microcontroller of its own. And this
microcontroller has 3 PWM outputs so that it can
manage the brightness of it’s emitter set. It also has 2
other GPIO pins, one to get input data, and one to
output data. If you look closely at the strip itself, you will
see little gold ovals labeled 5V, GND and either DO or
DI.
We can control all the LEDs on the strip by just
connecting the DI ( Data IN ) side to one GPIO pin.
Then we can send a series of commands out that pin,
the first unit in line will read the data it needs for its
emitters, then pass the rest of the data on via its DI pin
which is connected to the DO pin on the next unit, and
so on.
A protocol specifies what the data consists of, and the
rate at which is should be sent. It is fairly complex and

timing-sensitive in nature, but fortunately an easy to use
API has already been created. We just have to learn
how to use it.
The particular software we are going to use not only
handles the communication with the strip, but handles
the mapping of actual hues to various PWM values.
Still, we have 30 individual units to control, which
means 30 things (colors) to remember, how will we do
that? Certainly we could just have 30 individual
variables, say LED1, LED2, … LED30. But that’s
cumbersome, and what if we needed 500 units?
And what if you wanted to make the top half of the strip
RED and the bottom half BLUE? You would know that
LED1 through LED15 need to be blue, and could type in
all the statements needed to set them but that’d be
pretty tedious, and again what if the strip were 500
long? How much work would adding 4 new units be?
We need an easy way to work with a set of values.
Fortunately, there is one available to us — the array.
Using arrays, we can easily build lists of values ( of the
same type ) and access one or more of them simply
and programatically.
The syntax is quite simple. When declaring your
variable you simply add a number in square brackets
which specifies the total number of items you need, like:
int HiTempsThisYear[365];
That tells the compiler to make HiTempsThisYear and
array of 365 integer variables. When you want to
access a single item in the array, you just put the index
number of the item you want to access in square
brackets at the end of the variable name. For example,
to set the 201st integer use:
HiTempsThisYear[201] = 91;
The index can also be a variable, so we can
programmatically address any element in the array.
We could get the average hight temp with:
for (int i=0; i < 365; i++) {
tempSum += HiTempsThisYear[ i ];
}
avgHi = tempSum / 365;
Notice that the index starts at 0, that’s important! we
have an array of 365 temps, but it goes from 0-364, not
1-365. You will find that starting a count at 0 is a
common ( and useful ) trait in programming.
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Experiment: A colorful array

Components

Wiring Diagram

✓ Computer
✓Arduino IDE
✓Addressable LED Strip

Connection Instructions

Like so many of our other devices the LED strip has 3 wires, Red, Green, and Black. You know what to do —
Red and Black to 5V and GND. This time Green goes to D7
Sketch(es)

CylonLarson.ino

Analysis Questions
Find where the leds array is defined — note that it is not defined using one of the standard types we have discussed or
that is listed in the appendix. This implies there must be some way to create new custom types. Think about how this
could be useful.
Look up fastled.io on the net and look through the documentation, examples, and/or find other projects people have
done using the fastled module and various LED strips.

Programming Tasks

The Green LED does appear to move from the start of the strip to the end and then back, however then it
ends.
Modify the program so that it works as desired and the LED goes back and forth across the strip until
powered off.

Notes

If you have a LOT of strips it starts to get harder
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